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Chronic Pain Master Protocol (CPMP)



Chronic pain master protocol (CPMP) Overview
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• Each of the 9 cells in this grid 

represents an intervention-specific 

appendix, or ISA, of the master 

protocol.

• Each ISA is its own clinical trial: a 

parallel randomized 

controlled phase 2a (proof of 

concept) design with 1 active arm 

and its own placebo arm.

• The primary analysis is the change 

from baseline in average pain 

intensity (API) measured via the 

numeric rating scale (NRS), 

collected daily using an eDiary 

device.

One ISA



Placebo borrowing



Placebo borrowing

• Leverage placebo data from historical ISAs to analyze the current ISA.

• Potential to improve operating characteristics such as power.

• Operational conditions that allow placebo borrowing in CPMP:

▪ Multiple candidate drugs studied within each pain type.

▪ Statistical exchangeability.

▪ Standardized data collection, pain scales, randomization, visit 

structure.

▪ Same investigative sites across ISAs*.
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*ISA = intervention-specific appendix, a clinical trial within the master protocol.



Caveat

• What happens when historical placebo data is not commensurate with current data?

• Which better reflects the truth about the drug, the current data or the historical data?

▪ Can depend on operational issues (e.g. different modes of administration), or the 

responses in the current vs historical datasets could systematically differ for 

unknown reasons.

▪ To minimize human subjectivity, it is critical to plan for these scenarios before 

accessing the data.

• Dynamic borrowing methods automatically decide how strongly to borrow.

▪ Often done by comparing historical outcomes to current outcomes.

▪ Also possible to use baseline covariates.
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Historical borrowing methods
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• Pooling: append the historical data onto the current data for analysis.

• Test-then-pool: conduct a hypothesis test to compare the historical and current data. Pool if the null 

hypothesis is not rejected.

• Propensity scores:

• Use baseline covariates to select historical control patient data similar to the current control data.

• Can be included in the current control arm (data augmentation) or combined with another technique like the MAP prior.

• Power priors:

▪ Conditional power priors: historical data informs a Bayesian prior on the control group, and part of the prior density is 

raised to a fixed power in order to mitigate the influence of the historical data.

▪ Modified power priors: put a prior on the power parameter above.

▪ Commensurate power priors: adjust the prior on the power parameter based on the strength of evidence that the historical 

data is commensurate with the current data.

• Meta-analytic predictive (MAP) priors: construct a prior distribution for the current ISA using the predictive 

distribution of the current ISA from a meta-analysis hierarchical model on the historical studies.

• Mixture modeling: assign a mixture prior with each mixture component corresponding to a historical ISA. 

Intuitive and interpretable for 1 historical ISA.

• Hierarchical modeling: borrow information across studies to shrink placebo group means towards a common 

grand mean. Intuitive and interpretable for multiple historical ISAs.



Longitudinal hierarchical borrowing



Hierarchical model
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• yk: vector of observed patient-level outcomes of ISA* k.

• α: vector of αkt parameters.

• αkt: placebo mean response of ISA k time t.

• (Xα)k: indicator matrix to match the correct αkt to each patient 

and time point.

• μt grand mean placebo response at time t.

• τt: standard deviation of the placebo means, controls the 

strength of dynamic borrowing.

*ISA = intervention-specific appendix, a clinical trial within the master protocol.
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Hierarchical model
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• yk: vector of observed patient-level outcomes of ISA k.

• δ: vector of δdt parameters.

• δdt: group mean response of active arm d time t.

• (Xδ)k: indicator matrix to match the correct δkt to each 

patient and time point.

• β: vector of βb parameters.

• βb: baseline covariate fixed effect parameter.

• (Xβ)k: model matrix of baseline covariates.
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Hierarchical model
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• yk: vector of observed patient-level outcomes of 

ISA k.

• Nk: number of patients in ISA k.

• INk: identity matrix with Nk rows.

• ⊗: Kronecker product.

• Σk: longitudinal covariance matrix block of ISA k. 

Has covariances among time points within 

patients.

• Λk: Cholesky factor of the longitudinal correlation 

matrix block of ISA k.

• σk: vector of σkt parameters.

• σkt: residual standard deviation of ISA k time t.

• ρk: correlation between adjacent times within 

patients for ISA k (AR(1) only).

• mk: choice of covariance structure of ISA k: 1 for 

unstructured/LKJ, 2 for AR(1), and 3 for diagonal.



Benchmark models to quantify borrowing
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Model Borrowing 

strength

Model of placebo response Description

Hierarchical Dynamic 

borrowing
At each time t, the placebo 

means αkt of each ISA k 

share a common mean 

parameter μt and common 

standard deviation τt.

Independent No borrowing Placebo means αkt are 

independent.

Pooled Full borrowing All studies k share a common 

placebo mean αt at time t.



Quantify borrowing
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Mean shift ratio

• Want to empirically measure the strength of borrowing of the hierarchical model.

• One approach is to compare the results of the hierarchical model against two benchmark models:

▪ Independent: like the hierarchical model, but with independent diffuse priors on the placebo 

means.

▪ Pooled: like the independent model, but with a single shared placebo mean.

• Notation:

▪ ut
(m) posterior mean of the placebo mean.

▪ vt
(m): posterior variance of the placebo mean.

▪ nt
(m): number of observed data points.

▪ t: time point.

▪ m: 1 for the hierarchical model, 2 for the independent model, and 3 for the pooled model.

Variance shift ratio Precision ratio
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Example results for a single time point
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• Placebo borrowing is about 63%-73% 

according to the borrowing metrics.

• The mean shift ratio and variance shift 

ratio are visible in the graph.

Mean shift ratio = 0.726

Variance shift ratio = 0.631

Precision ratio: 0.693
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Implementation



• Published R package {historicalborrowlong} on CRAN.*

• Hierarchical, independent, and pooled models.

• The package has Stan code included using R packages {rstan} and {rstantools}.

• We could not use JAGS or NIMBLE for longitudinal modeling.

• The data model for each patient is multivariate normal, and neither JAGS nor NIMBLE 

supports partially missing data in this situation.

• Because of the custom hierarchical priors and unstructured covariance matrices, 

we could not use existing high-level packages like {MCMCglmm} or {rstanarm} 

(although the latest version of {brms} would have been an option).
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Software
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*The {historicalborrow} package implements non-longitudinal versions of these models, as well as a mixture model. Also on 

CRAN.



1. When baseline covariates are included 

straightforwardly, the hierarchical model only 

borrows a conditional subset of 

patients, which incorrectly weakens 

the strength of borrowing.

2. The initial implementation of the hierarchical 

model was slow to accrue effective samples 

(several hours of runtime to satisfy 

convergence diagnostics).

3. For some analyses, the mean shift ratio is not 

always between 0 and 1.
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Main challenges and solutions
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1. Within each ISA*, center the columns of the model 

matrix for baseline covariate fixed effects. This ensures 

the placebo mean parameters are not conditional on a 

subset of the data.

2. Use a non-centered parameterization and vectorize the 

data model. Achieved a 22x speedup (23.5 minutes of 

runtime) from switching to the non-centered 

parameterization alone.

3. This behavior seems linked to elaborate covariance 

structures, informative priors, and cases when the 

independent and pooled models agree. Work on this 

issue is still ongoing.

Challenges Solutions
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*ISA = intervention-specific appendix, a clinical trial within the master protocol.



Consequences of uncentered baseline covariates on borrowing
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• Consider a non-centered baseline covariate:

• 2 investigative sites: one in Indiana, another in New Jersey.

• (Xβ)k = (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, ...)T.: 0 for Indiana patients, 1 for New Jersey patients.

• Example observations:

▪ y121 (ISA 1 patient 2 time 1) is from an Indiana patient:

▪ y131 (ISA 1 patient 3 time 1) is from a New Jersey patient:

• This lack of centering impairs borrowing.

• α11 (ISA 1 time 1) becomes the placebo mean at Indiana, not the placebo mean overall.

• Borrowing only occurs for Indiana placebo patients, not for all placebo patients.

• Solution: subtract each column by its mean.

• (Xβ)k = (0.46, -0.54, -0.54, 0.46, -0.54, 0.46, ...)T (assuming 54% of patients are from New Jersey).

• Expected values shift:

• The mean of (Xβ)k becomes 0.

• The regression reference level rightly becomes the placebo mean of the ISA.
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Example: simulated data
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• Demonstration on an example dataset with 

4 studies in chronological order.

• Historical ISA: studies 1, 2, 3

• Current ISA: study 4

• 100 virtual patients per ISA per arm 

randomized evenly over 4 investigative 

sites (the only baseline covariate).

• Simulated from the independent model with 

fixed placebo means α, fixed treatment 

means 𝛿, and AR(1) covariances (75% 

correlation).

• The simulated response variable is pain on 

a numeric rating scale, and a lower score 

means less pain.
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Covariate centering within each ISA

Without centering With centering

• Failing to center within ISA incorrectly weakens borrowing because α is conditional on a specific reference level.

• Centering globally (not within ISA) produces similar problems/results as not centering at all. Copyright ©2022 Eli Lilly and Company 

Independent

Hierarchical

Pooled



• Non-centered parameterization for placebo mean parameters: https://mc-stan.org/docs/stan-

users-guide/reparameterization.html.

▪ Transforms the scale of the density to be less variable across different regions of the sample space.

▪ Allows Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) tuning parameters such as leapfrog step size to be better adjusted 

to more regions of the density.

▪ 22x speedup for 4 chains and 8000 iterations per chain (4000) warmup (8.6 hours => 23.5 minutes).

▪ In the code:

• Vectorize the data model.

▪ y ~ multi_normal_cholesky(vectors mu, matrix L)

▪ mu is an array of vectors, where each vector is the vector of longitudinal data of a patient.

• Matrices
▪ Instead of multiplying by sparse binary matrices (Xα)k and (X𝛿)k, use index vectors on α and 𝛿.

▪ Multiply individual blocks (Xβ)k instead of the full baseline covariates model matrix Xβ.

▪ Prior to multiplying by β, select only the baseline (time = 1) rows of (Xβ)k (these are baseline 

covariates, not time-varying).
11/29/2022

Successful computational techniques for the 

hierarchical model in Stan 
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https://mc-stan.org/docs/stan-users-guide/reparameterization.html


Summary
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Conclusions
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• Summary
▪ Placebo borrowing has the potential to increase power and decrease sample size in master protocols.

▪ We implemented dynamic placebo borrowing for a master protocol in chronic pain and used our models 

in the topline analyses of several ISAs.

▪ Also implemented non-longitudinal hierarchical and mixture models (not discussed here).

▪ We propose simple metrics to quantify the strength of historical borrowing.

▪ In the hierarchical and pooled borrowing models discussed here, it is important to center baseline 

covariates so borrowing is not conditional on an arbitrary subset of patients.

▪ We chose Stan to implement the models and developed an efficient R package to carry out the 

standardized analyses of our chronic pain trials.

• Future work
▪ Resolve practical edge cases applying borrowing metrics like the mean shift ratio.

▪ Alternative placebo borrowing methods:

▪ Bayesian model averaging of the independent and pooled models.

▪ Tipping point analysis.

▪ Longitudinal mixture model.
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